Diophantine Olympics and World Champions:
Polynomials and Primes Down Under
Edward B. Burger

1. LET THE GAMES BEGIN: THE OPENING CEREMONIES. For those who

thinkglobally,"downunder"may provokethoughtsof Australia-the home of the
2000 OlympicGames. For those who think rationally,"downunder"may provoke
thoughtsof denominatorsof fractions.In this paper, we hope to provokeboth.
In basic diophantine approximation,the name of the game is to tackle the
following:How close do integer multiplesof an irrationalnumberget to integral
gives
values? Specifically,if a is an irrationalnumberand the function 11 11on OR
the distanceto the nearestinteger(that is, lixll = mintlx- ml: m E E}), then the
game reallyis a competitionamong all integers n to minimizethe value IIan II.
Suppose someone servesus an irrationalnumber a. We write ql, q2, q3, ... for
the (winning)sequence of integersthat is able to make it over the followingthree
hurdles:
(i) 0 < q < q2 < q3 <

*

< qt <

;

... > Ila?qil1l>
is any integer such that 1 < q < qn, q

;

11>
GOi IIaEql II> II?aq2 11> 11agq3

(iii) if q

7

qn-1

then lIaqll>

lIaqn-1 11I

We now awardsuch a sequence of integers the title: The worldchampionapproximation sequencefor a or simply say that the qn's form the team of world champions

for a. Let us momentarilysuppress the natural desire to ask the obvious two
questions:
* Do world championsexist for each irrational a?
* If a world championsequence does exist, how would we find it?
Instead, let's uncover the connections between the world champions and the
OlympicGames "downunder".
If we let Pndenote the nearest integer to aqn, then
||?{n

|

qpn 1

n|?

?qnPn

and thus we see the qn "down under" in the fraction pn/qn. Suppose that
1 < q < qn and IIaq aI= Iaq - p1. Then properties(ii) and (iii) ensure that
a--

p

q

> a

-

Pn_

q

|

Hence we see that Pn/qn is the best rational approximationto a having a q
"downunder"not exceedingour championqn.
It is clear that once we know qnIthe value of Pn is completelydetermined:it
must be the nearest integer to aqn. Thus in order to find world champion(best)
rational approximationsto a, we need focus our attention only on finding the
qI's-that is, the world championsfor a.
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Now what do these world champion sequences look like? Table 1
lists some popular numbers and the first few (in fact a perfect 10) terms in
their associated world champion sequences (A denotes Mahler'snumber: y=
0.1234567891011121314151617181920
... ).
TABLE 1
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Even the casual spectator might not be able to refrain from making several
interesting observations.One such observationis that the world championsfor
(1 + F5)/2 appear to be the complete list of Fibonacci numbers-a perennial
favoritesequence among numbertheory fans. A slightlyless visible observationis
that the sequencesof championsseem to satisfya recurrencerelationof the form:
+ qn-2 for some positiveinteger an. In fact, as we'll mention again in
qn = anqn-1
the next section, this observationholds for all a's.
Our observationsshow that any sequence of world championsmust grow very
fast (on the order of exponentialgrowth),and the slowest growingsequence of
championsis the Fibonaccisequence where the coefficients an are all equal to 1.
All these thoughtsinspirethe questionwe pose and considerhere. Supposewe
are given a sequence of increasingintegers. Must they be the complete team of
world championsin the eyes of some irrationalnumber?That is, given a sequence,
does there alwaysexist a number a that has the given sequence as its sequence of
world champions?We know from the previousparagraphthat the answeris "no"
since slow growingsequences can never make the cut. But what if the sequence
were to reallywork at it, get in shape, and trim down? That is, is it possible that
there is always a subsequenceof any given sequence that contains all the world
championsfor an irrationalnumber?In particular,do there exist a's for which all
their world championsare perfect squares?How about perfect cubes? How about
primes?After some warm-up'sin the next section, we take on these questionsand
performsome basic routines in the hopes of discoveringthe thrill of victory. Let
the games begin.
2. WARMING UP: SOME DIOPHANTINE MENTALROBICS. Our training pro-

grambeginswith a classicfeat by Dirichletfrom 1842that still holds the recordfor
being best possible.
Theorem 1. Let a be a real number and let Q
integerq such that 1 < q < Q and

1

Noveqmr

1D

?

< Q+

1 be an integer. Then there exists an

The pigeonhole principleallows one to give a beautifullyexecuted one line proof
of Dirichlet'stheorem. In fact, here is the line:

L

4-~~~~~~~~~~~4
1
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Q

Q+1

Q+1

Q+1

Figure 1

which has been partitionedinto Q + 1 subintervalseach of length 1/(Q + 1). We
now toss in Q +2points: an = an -[Ian]forn =0,1,2,...,Qand
aQ+l = aO
- [ - 1], where [x] denotes the integerpart of x. Thus there must exist two points

that land in the same subinterval,and hence there are indices m1 <in2
la m2

amll

= aq
-pl

=

such that

< Q+ 1

-aq

where 1 < q < Q, and thus we happily find ourselves at the finish line of the
proof.
U
Of course if a is an irrationalnumber,then, try as it might, Ilaqllcan never
equal 0. Therefore by letting Q sprint off to infinity,we immediatelyhave the
following.
Corollary 2. If a is an irrationalreal number, then there exist infinitelymany distinct
integersq satisfying
1
q

We now want to generate an infinite roster of q's that are fit enough to satisfy
the (2.1) challenge. We first write a = ao + ao0,where ao = [a ] and a0 denotes
the fractionalpartof a. Thus 1/ao > 1 and so after a double flip we see
1
ae = ao +

1

l/a

1/ao

= ao + a

g

al + al

where a, = [1/ao] and a1 is the fractionalpart of-1/ao. Since a is irrational,we
can repeat this game forever and discoverthat
1
a = ao +

1

al +

1
a2 +

where all the an's are integers and an > 0 for all n > 0. Such an expansionis the
continuedfraction expansionfor a, which we write simply as a = [ao, a,, a2, ... ] so
as to allow playersto print their expansionson the back of their team jerseys.We
often hear fans yell out "partialquotients!"wheneverthe an'smake their appearance. If we decide to call a time-out duringthe continuedfractiongame, then our
halted process would produce the rational number [ao, a1,..., an], which we
denote by Pn/qn (wherePn and qn are relatively prime). Those who are true
numbertheory mathletesrefer to Pn/qn as the nth convergentof a. Lagrange,in
1770, thrilled the fans when he showed that for n > 0, the qn'sappearing"down
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under" in the convergentsmeet all the requirementsto be named the world
championsequence for a. In fact, the denominatorsqn form the entire team of
world championsfor a; for the play-by-playdetails, see [3] or [5].
By letting some 2 x 2 matricesenter into the arena,we can get a better feel for
how the qn'S interact with each other. In particular,using induction and some
simple linear algebragymnastics,we can verifythe fact that for all n > 0,
(ao

1 )a,

1 )

V1

0 JV1

0

an
V1

1

_

0 J

Pn
\qn

Pn-1
qn-1)

=
?1 and
If we lob determinants back and forth, we see that pnqn-1
-lqn
hence we conclude that qn-1 and qn must always be relatively prime. Although
consecutiveplayersdo not like to share commonfactors,the matrixproduct does
reveal that any three consecutivemembersof the team can play together in the
sense that

qn =anqn-1

+ qn-2

(2.2)

These two observationsare crucialas sequencespreparefor the OlympicGames.
3. TRAINING TO BE THE BEST: HOW TO SHED UNWANTED TERMS. Let's

now tackle our question:Within every increasingsequence of integers, is there a
subsequencethat has what it takes to be the complete team of world champions
for some irrationalnumber?Sadly,the answeris "no":There is no subsequenceof
2,4, 6,8, 10, 12,... that can be a world championsequence since, as we've seen at
the end of the previous section, consecutive members from a team of world
championsmust be relativelyprime. Thus there can never be a world champion
sequence in any sequence of integers for which, from some point onward,all the
terms share a common factor. Plainly we should not bother to consider such
pathetic sequences that cannot make even the first cut. Unfortunately,there also
are 'non-trivial'sequencesthat never can make it to the OlympicGames.Consider,
for example,the sorrysequence beginningwith
2,3,4,13,168,177,1584,6396,83317,1000128

....

(3.1)

The termsin this sequencewere carefullyrecruitedso as to satisfyan ever growing
list of anonymouscongruences(sponsors who wish not to be mentioned here).
Notice that in the first ten terms, there does not exist a triple r < s < t such that
t = as + r for any positiveinteger a. Thus in view of the line-up from (2.2), we see
that the first ten terms in (3.1) do not contain even three players from a world
championteam. By our secret recruitingprocess, this pattern continues for the
entire roster of terms in the list-ah, the agonyof defeat.
We now bring on some sequences that are better knownby the fans. First, let's
have sequences generatedby polynomialfunctionstake the field.
Theorem 3. Let f(x) be a nonconstant polynomial with integer coefficients whose
leading coefficient is positive. Then there exists a sequence of integers nl, n2, n3, ...
such that f(n1), f(n2), f(n3), ... is a complete world champion sequence for some
irrationalnumber if and only if there exist integersn1 and n2 such that

0 <f(nl)

<f(n2)

and f(n2) -modf(n1).

Proof: If for all i > 1, f(ni) = qi representsa team of world championsof some
irrational number, then, as qo = 1, we must have 0 < q1 < q2 and q2 = a2q1 + 1.
1 mod f(n1).
Thus we see that 0 < f(n1) < f(n2) and f(n2)
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Conversely, suppose that 0 < f(n1) < f(n2) and

1 mod f(n1).

f(n2)

a1 = f(n1) and let a2 be the positive integer such that f(n2)
now assume that n1, n2 ...,

We set

+ 1. Let's
n1 have been defined, are warmed up, and are ready
=

a2f(nl)

to play,where I ? 2. From the benches, we now select a positiveinteger c+1j that
is so largethat if n+ 1 is definedby n+ 1 = ci+ l f(n1) + n 1, then f(n1) < f(n+ l1).
Such integers c1+1 exist since f(x) tends to infinityas x pumpsup. Notice that

modf(n1).
+ n,1) -f(n11)
f(n1+1) =f(ci+lf(n1)
Thereforethere exists a positive integer, say a,+, such that
f(n1+1) = a1+lf(n1)

+f(n_-

).

Thus if we let qi = f(ni) for all i > 1, then the qi's are the team of world
championsfor the irrationalnumber[0, a1,a2, a3, . . . ] and we'vewon the game. i
As an immediateconsequence of Theorem 3, we see that there are irrational
numberswhose world championsequences containonly perfect squares;there are
other irrationalswhose world championsequences contain only cubes, or for that
matter,any power. Consider,for example,the number
a = 0.75994513286162937685173771612208505499708539223856599896303745553...
= [0,1,3,6,29,739,538810,290287122557,84266613096281243920895,...].

The first few world championsfor a are given in Table 2.
TABLE 2

n

qn

1
4
25

1
2
3

729
538756
290287121089

4
5
6

8426613096281242843329

7

8

7100862082718357559748563880517485796441580544

It is immediatelyapparentto any calculatorthat all the entries in the rightcolumn
are indeed perfect squares-thus those

"

.... "s can be replaced by real, red-blooded

digits to producean a that has only perfect squareworld champions!
Anotherpotentiallyamusingexamplecan be found if we take on the polynomial
f(x) = Ax + 1, for some integer A > 0. Selecting n1 = 1 and n2 = A + 1, we
immediatelyconclude that there exist real numbers a such that each element qn
1 mod A. Thus there are complete
of its world champion sequence satisfies qn
teams of world championsagile enough to dodge havinga particularfactor.In this
spirit of dodgingfactors, we now describe a winning strategyfor a similargame
involvingthe ever popularand timeless team of prime numbers.
Theorem 4. There exist irrational numbers a that have only prime numbers as their
world champions.
Proof: As always, we set qo = 1. Next, we set q1 = 2 and q2 = 3, so a1 = 2 and
a2 = 1. Supposenow that the primes q1 < q2 < ... < q1 have all been defined for
I ? 2. We now considerthe arithmeticprogression{Aq1 + q11 :A = 1, 2,... }, and
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apply another importantresult of Dirichlet, which states that if r and s are
relativelyprime positive integers,then the arithmeticprogressionr + s, 2r + s, 3r
+ s, ... contains infinitely many primes (see [4] for an instant re-play of this major

AP upset). Thus we know that there exists a positive integer A, call it a,1+, such
that a,+1q1+ q11 is a prime, let's name it q1+1. Therefore if we let a =
[0, a1,a2, a3, ...], then its world champion sequence consists solely of prime
U
numbers-this places us rightin the middleof the winner'scircle.
As an illustration,we now introducethe number
a = 0.38547782732324065153134100625493772881752720832373553581742207176582...
= [0,2,1,1,2,6,2,10,18,20,16,...]
and its first ten world champions:
TABLE3

n

qn

01
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

2
3
5
13
83
179
1873
33893
679733
10909621

One doesn't really require Olympic-likefactorization skills to verify that the
championsin Table 3 are all prime numbers.
Finallywe remarkthat in the proofs of Theorems3 and 4 we are able, without
the use of steroids, to make the world championsgrow as fast as we wish. This
observationin turn implies that the partialquotients,an, in the continuedfraction
expansionfor the associatedirrational a can grow at record breakingspeeds (in
fact we saw this particularevent live duringour perfect square example).It turns
out that if there is a subsequence of an's that grow amazinglyfast, then the
associatednumber a must, in fact, be a transcendentalnumber.This remarkable
fact follows from a record setting 1844 result due to Liouville,who showed that
algebraicnumberscannot be approximatedtoo well by rational numberswhose
sizes "downunder"are modest;see [3] or [5] for flashbacksto this history-making
score. Thus we close our games with the commentarythat we may find transcendentalnumbersthat accomplishall that is demandedof them in both Theorems3
and 4. In fact, the a debutingjust after Theorem 3 is transcendental.
4. THE 2004 OLYMPICS:CAN OUR FAVORITECHAMPSARISEFROMTHE
BAD? With any pursuit-athletic or intellectual-we should always look ahead
towardchallengesfor future thrill-seekers.Thus in our closingceremonieswe look
ahead to the next OlympicGames and hope to inspire others to go for the gold.
The a's that are able to give birth to interestingworld championsas described
in Theorems3 and 4 can have arbitrarilylarge an values in their continuedfraction
expansions.Is it possible to find an a that satisfies either theorem and for which
all its partialquotientsare bounded?Numbers a havingboundedpartialquotients
numbers.This title has been awardedsince it can
are known as badlyapproximable
November2000]
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be shownthat a numbera has boundedpartialquotientsif and only if (2.2) cannot
be improved in the sense that there exists a constant c = c( a) > 0 such that
- < alaqll for all integers q; see [3] or [5] for the proof of why these numbers
q
deserve the name bad.
A completely new game plan would be requiredif one wanted to attempt to
show that there are badly approximablenumberswhose world championssatisfy
Theorems 3 or 4. In the proof of Theorem 3, the partial quotients are born and
bred to race off at record speeds to infinity.Is there another trainingtechnique
that preventsthe partialquotientsfrom runningaway?
To adopt the strategyof the proof of Theorem 4, one would, at the very least,
need to know that there exists a constant C such that each arithmeticprogression
of the form (Ar + s: A = 1, 2, ... }, where gcd(r, s) = 1, contains a prime p < Cr.
Such an assertion appears to be ridiculouslyoptimistic as the world recordholder in this directionis Heath-Brown[2]who in 1992nearlycaused a riot among
fans when he produced the startling result that every arithmetic progression
{Ar + s: A = 1, 2, ... } with gcd(r, s) = 1 contains a, prime p < Cr55. The previous world champion exponent was a whopping 13.5, found by Chen and Liu [1]
back in 1989. The exponent on r is knownas Linnik'sconstant.
These closing remarksmay invite both the number theory athlete and fan to
train and take on the challenge of showingthat there do not exist badly approximable numbers whose world champions are all perfect squares or are all
primes-two potentially difficult goals, but certainlyin the true traditionof the
Olympicspirit.
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Figure2. The author overlooking Sydney-the site of the 2000 Olympic Games, where he was inspired
to consider turning sequences into world champions.
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FUZZYLOGIC
When we have looked upon each hand
We say we have dichotomied
How complicated then must be
The logic of a centipede.
Contributed by Stephen S. Willoughby, University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ
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